Key: Any
Genre: General
Harp Type: Chromatic
Skill: Any

Aquarius/ Let The Sunshine In
(Chrom)
-3 -4 4 -5 5 -4 -3 3 -3
When the moon~~~~is in the seventh house
3 -3 -4 -4 -3 3 3-3 -3
And Jupiter ~~~~ aligns with Mars
-4 4 -5 4-4 -3 3 3-3 -3
Then peace~~~ will guide the pla-nets
3 -3 -4 -4 -4 -4 4
And love~~~ will steer the stars
5 -5 5 6 -5 4 -4 -3*-3* -3-3* 4-5
This is the dawning of the age of Aquarius
-3* -3* -3-3*4-5 5 -5 -6 7~~~~
Age of Aquarius~~~~~ A-quar-i-us~~~~

We share Hamornica Tabs for Free – Our goal is to
have a website where everyone can find and share
all of their Harmonica Tabs in one central
location.Please feel free to look around and post
the harp tabs you have or request ones you are
looking for.

-6 7 -6 -5~~~~~~~
A-quar-i-us~~~~~~~~
5-5 5 -3* -3 3 -3* -3
Harmony and understanding
-3* 4 -3*-3 3 -2 3 -2
Sympathy and trust a-boun-ding
5 -5 4 -3* -3 3 -3*-3
No more false-hoods or derisions
-3* -3 -3*-3 4 -3* -3 3
Golden living dreams of visions
-3 3 -3 3 -3*-3 3-2
Mystic crystal revelation
3 -2 3 -2 -3 3-2 2 -1
And the mind`s true lib-er-a-tion
1 -1-2 3 -3*-5 7 -6 7 -6-5 -5 -5 -5
Aquarius~~~~~~~ Aquarius~~~~~~~
(Repeat then play)
3 3 3 -2 -2 3 -2 2 2
Let the sunshine Let the sunshine in
2 3 -2 2 2 7 7 7 -6
The sun~~ shine in~~ Let the sun-shine
-6 7 -6 -5* -5* -5* 7 -6 -5* -5*
Let the sun shine in~~ the sun~~~ shine in~~
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Lyrics
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